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best friend, Caroline, daydreams about
Hollywood stardom, but both girls feel destined
to languish in a slow-moving stopover town in
Montgomery County. That is, until chance
intervenes and a booking agent offers Audrey a
ticket to join the booming jazz scene in
Harlem—an offer she can’t resist, not even for
Caroline. And in New York City the music never
stops. Audrey flirts with love and takes the stage
at the Apollo, with its fast-dancing crowds and
blinding lights. But fortunes can turn fast in the
city—young talent means tough competition, and
for Audrey failure is always one step away.
Meanwhile, Caroline sinks into the quiet anguish
of a Black woman in a backwards country, where
her ambitions and desires only slip further out of
reach. Jacinda Townsend’s remarkable first
novel is a coming-of-age story made at once
gripping and poignant by the wild energy of the
Jazz Era and the stark realities of segregation.
Marrying musical prose with lyric vernacular,
Saint Monkey delivers a stirring portrait of
American storytelling and marks the appearance
of an auspicious new voice in literary fiction.
Grumpy Monkey Up All Night - Suzanne Lang
2020-09-29
Everyone's favorite New York Times bestselling
Grumpy Monkey is back in this hilarious bedtime
story about dealing with frustration when you
don't get to do what you want! Have you ever
stayed up way past your bedtime? Jim Panzee
certainly has. Jim is going to a slumber party and
there's LOTS to do. Jim plans on bobbing for
mangoes, going termite fishing, and of course
staying UP ALL NIGHT! But Jim gets more than
a little frusrated when all the things he wanted

National Geographic Readers: Hang On
Monkey! - Susan B. Neuman 2014-07-08
Hang On, Monkey! uses simple vocabulary and
fun pictures to capture the interest and help
develop the skills of beginning readers. The
crazy antics, humor, and fun information make
this new reading experience a treat.
Clever Monkey: A Folktale from West Africa Rob Cleveland 2017-12-13
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: When two
greedy jungle cats discover a large piece of
cheese, they can't decide how to divide it fairly.
The clever monkey comes to their rescue. Or so
they think. After reading this trickster tale from
West Africa, you will think twice before asking a
monkey for help.
Night Monkey, Day Monkey - Julia Donaldson
2021-06-03
Night Monkey and Day Monkey don't think they
have much in common. But when they each
spend time in the other's opposite world, they
learn to be the best of friends. From master
storyteller, Julia Donaldson, and illustrated by
Lucy Richards, this warm-hearted story about
friendship and difference is pitch-perfect
storytime reading.
Saint Monkey: A Novel - Jacinda Townsend
2014-02-24
"[A] compelling debut…Townsend's writing [is]
full of fresh turns of phrase and keen insights."
—Ayana Mathis, New York Times Book Review
Fourteen-year-old Audrey Martin, with her
Poindexter glasses and her head humming the
3/4 meter of gospel music, knows she’ll never
get out of Kentucky—but when her fingers touch
the piano keys, the whole church trembles. Her
night-monkey-day-monkey
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to do go awry. One by one, everyone else falls
asleep, while Jim is determined to stay up. How
long will he last? In this delightful follow up in
the GRUMPY MONKEY series, kids see what
happens when you stay awake too late!
The Lost City of the Monkey God - Douglas
Preston 2017-01-03
NAMED A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK
OF 2017#1 New York Times and #1 Wall Street
Journal bestseller! A five-hundred-year-old
legend. An ancient curse. A stunning medical
mystery. And a pioneering journey into the
unknown heart of the world's densest jungle.
Since the days of conquistador Hernán Cortés,
rumors have circulated about a lost city of
immense wealth hidden somewhere in the
Honduran interior, called the White City or the
Lost City of the Monkey God. Indigenous tribes
speak of ancestors who fled there to escape the
Spanish invaders, and they warn that anyone
who enters this sacred city will fall ill and die. In
1940, swashbuckling journalist Theodore Morde
returned from the rainforest with hundreds of
artifacts and an electrifying story of having
found the Lost City of the Monkey God-but then
committed suicide without revealing its location.
Three quarters of a century later, bestselling
author Doug Preston joined a team of scientists
on a groundbreaking new quest. In 2012 he
climbed aboard a rickety, single-engine plane
carrying the machine that would change
everything: lidar, a highly advanced, classified
technology that could map the terrain under the
densest rainforest canopy. In an unexplored
valley ringed by steep mountains, that flight
revealed the unmistakable image of a sprawling
metropolis, tantalizing evidence of not just an
undiscovered city but an enigmatic, lost
civilization. Venturing into this raw, treacherous,
but breathtakingly beautiful wilderness to
confirm the discovery, Preston and the team
battled torrential rains, quickmud, diseasecarrying insects, jaguars, and deadly snakes. But
it wasn't until they returned that tragedy struck:
Preston and others found they had contracted in
the ruins a horrifying, sometimes lethal-and
incurable-disease. Suspenseful and shocking,
filled with colorful history, hair-raising
adventure, and dramatic twists of fortune, THE
LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD is the
absolutely true, eyewitness account of one of the
night-monkey-day-monkey

great discoveries of the twenty-first century.
Monkey Puzzle - Julia Donaldson 2016
"I've lost my mum!"It's not too much fun being
lost in the jungle, and little monkey wants his
mummy. Kindly butterfly is keen to help, but
they don't seem to be having much luck as the
well-meaning butterfly misunderstands monkey's
descriptions and leads him to all sorts of
unsuitable animals! But eventually, they find ...
Dad! It's just as well that he knows exactly
where mum is, and she's waiting with a welldeserved cuddle.Monkey Puzzle is a clever,
funny and charming tale from the unparalleled
picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson and
Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo. This
edition features the classic story with a
stunning, redesigned cover and beautiful finish,
making it a must-have addition to the
bookshelves of all Donaldson and Scheffler fans big and small!Also available with redesigned
covers are The Gruffalo, The Gruffalo's Child,
Room on the Broom, The Snail and the Whale,
The Smartest Giant in Town, Charlie Cook's
Favourite Book, and A Squash and a Squeeze.
Max Monkey - Pam Holden 2021-04-30
The children are having a picnic at the zoo.
Naughty Max Monkey is looking at their picnic
food. He is hungry. Read to see what he does.
The Scopes Monkey Trial - Jim Whiting
2020-02-04
One of the most famous trials in U.S. History
took place in a tiny town in Tennessee in 1925.
Dayton was the site of what became known as
the Scopes Monkey Trial.The defendant, John T.
Scopes, was accused of violating a recently
passed state law. This law made it illegal to
teach the theory of evolution. Under most
circumstances, few people would have paid any
attention to the trial.Several of Daytons leading
citizens saw a chance to put their town on the
map. They were successful. Two of the countrys
top lawyersWilliam Jennings Bryan and Clarence
Darrowsoon became involved. Dozens of
reporters poured into Dayton from all over the
country. It was the first trial to receive live
media coverage.Scopes was found guilty. He had
to pay a small fine. But the issues about
evolution that the trial raised are still debated
today.
Spinderella - Julia Donaldson 2017-04-06
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The Singing Mermaid - Julia Donaldson
2019-04-04
Join the Singing Mermaid in a circus adventure
as she attempts to escape back to her seaside
home in this lyrical story. Now in a classic board
book format with a fresh cover design.Tempted
by the promise of fame and fortune, the Singing
Mermaid joins a circus. The crowds love her, but
the poor mermaid is kept in a tank by the wicked
circus owner Sam Sly, and she soon longs to
return to the freedom of her ocean home. The
Singing Mermaid is a delightful tale from the
stellar picture book partnership of Julia
Donaldson and Lydia Monks, creators of What
the Ladybird Heard. With brilliant rhyming
verse, bright and distinctive illustrations and a
gorgeously glittery cover, this story is loved by
children and parents alike.
Grumpy Monkey Oh, No! Christmas - Suzanne
Lang 2021-09-14
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jim Panzee,
our favorite grumpy monkey, is feeling like quite
the Scrooge this holiday season! It's Christmas
time in the jungle, and Jim just can't get into the
holiday spirit. Then Jim eats a "festive" green
banana that makes him feel sick. Now
everything seems worse. While all the other
animals in the jungle are ready and eagerly
awaiting Christmas, Jim can't stop feeling that
this time of year stinks. But with his good friend
Norman's help, Jim discovers that focusing on
the good things around him instead of his own
problems, is a reason to celebrate.
Animalphabet - Julia Donaldson 2020-03-19
Winner of the 2018 Chen Bochui International
Children's Literature Award for Best Picture
Book of the YearA hugely entertaining animal
ABC guessing game with stunning peep-through
pages and fold-out flaps, by bestselling author
Julia Donaldson and award-winning illustrator
Sharon King-Chai. Now available in
paperback.Can you guess who has more legs
than a butterfly? And who is wrinklier than a
hedgehog?Each page draws you further into a
beautifully vibrant world of huge elephants,
slithery snakes and growling tigers, inviting you
to compare one animal to another and learn
comparison words and adjectives from the
natural world.With vivid, eye-catching artwork
and an exotic array of animals to marvel over,
Animalphabet is a gorgeous book to treasure and
night-monkey-day-monkey

read over and over again.
Aotus: The Owl Monkey - Janet F. Baer
2012-12-02
This book is the first comprehensive treatment
of Aotus, the nocturnal New World owl monkeys
often used in behavioral and biomedical studies.
Found in tropical forests from Nicaragua to
Argentina, owl monkeys have been used in
laboratories as model organisms for studies of
diseases like malaria, and various forms of
cancer, as well as studies of reproductive
physiology and neuroanatomical structure and
function. These and other recent studies of this
fascinating primate are included in this new
volume. As the only book devoted exclusively to
owl monkeys, this volume is an invaluable
addition to the library of anyone interested in
primate biology, evolution, ecology, and
behavior. Key Features * Only book devoted
entirely to owl monkeys * Surveys issues that
pertain to wild and captive populations *
Represents the breadth of studies that model
organisms can engender
The First Easter Bunny - Frrich Lewandowski
1999-02
A rabbit witnesses the death and resurrection of
Jesus and becomes the first Easter bunny.
Monkey or Ape? - Susan Kralovansky
2014-08-15
Some types of animals look alike but they are
not the same! Monkey or Ape? explores the
stealthy differences between the two animals.
Kids will learn to look at their size, their tails,
how they walk, where the live and more. Simple
sentences and eye-catching photographs will
keep kids engaged. Fun facts will help them
learn new things. Step-by-step animal crafts help
kids demonstrate what they have discovered
with this fun title. Aligned to Common Core
standards and correlated to state standards.
Super Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Five Little Monkeys Jumping On Bed - Eileen
Christelow 2010-05-01
The beloved, modern children’s nursery rhyme is
sure to delight in this edition from the author
and illustrator of Robins! and Vote! Five little
monkeys jumping on the bed. One fell off and
bumped his head. The mama called the doctor.
The doctor said, "No more monkeys jumping on
the bed!" Their teeth are brushed, their pajamas
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are on, and as soon as they say good night to
Mama, the five little monkeys start to jump on
their bed! But trouble awaits as, one by one,
they fall off and bump their heads! The
uproarious rhyme is brought to life in this family
favorite. With its mischievous illustrations and
surprising twist, this contemporary classic is the
perfect addition to any home library.
Follow the Swallow - Julia Donaldson 2007
As one creature passes it on to the next, Chack
the blackbird's message to his friend Apollo the
swallow undergoes major changes.
Night Monkey Day Monkey Books - Julia
Donaldson 2014-10-09
This beautiful gift box set includes the picture
book and true-to-character plush toys of Night
Monkey and Day Monkey. Julia Donaldson’s
enchanting picture book story is about two
monkeys who are as different as night and day.
Night Monkey and Day Monkey don’t think they
have much in common. But when they each
spend time in the other's opposite worlds, they
learn a lot. And they also learn to be the best of
friends. One of the finest rhyming picture book
stories from Julia Donaldson, the author behind
The Gruffaloand What The Ladybird Heard, and
beautifully illustrated by Lucy Richards.
Beautiful plush toys of both monkeys accompany
the book. They can be used separately and can
also hold hands as the characters do in the
picture book. This story is perfect for story-led
play, children can re-enact the adventures as
they learn about the difference between dark
and light.
Maxwell the Monkey Barber - 2016-08-09
Maxwell the monkey barber cuts the hair of all
his jungle neighbors, but when a bald elephant
lumbers into his shop Maxwell needs to come up
with a solution!
Grumpy Monkey Freshly Squeezed - Suzanne
Lang 2021-06-29
This early graphic novel chapter book based on
the #1 New York Times bestselling Grumpy
Monkey is perfect for children who love the
original picture books and are ready for the next
step. Features hilarious dialogue, multiple
panels per page, and a longer storyline to keep
kids laughing all the way to the end! It's
Wednesday! Which means it's time for Jim
Panzee's weekly Wednesday walk. He wakes up,
stretches a little, grabs his stress orange, and
night-monkey-day-monkey

sets off. Jim's favorite part of the walk is the
blissful silence. When he's alone, he can hear all
the jungle sounds. Until . . . his best buddy,
Norman, decides to join him. And before he
knows it, Jim is followed by every animal in the
jungle. It's all just too much. Now Jim and his
not-so-helpful friends are on a quest across the
jungle to find another stress orange before it is
too late! A warm and funny chapter book graphic
novel about how to handle all of life's ups and
downs from the creators of the #1 New York
Times bestselling Grumpy Monkey.
Adventure Kingdom, 1 - Steve Foxe 2021-10-05
Travel through the wishing well with Clark and
Karoline--two kids who discover their beloved
Adventure Kingdom is more than just your
average theme park. From Epic Originals, this
fantastical story collection serves up twists,
turns, and never-before-seen Adventure
Kingdom artwork, activities, and park
memorabilia! When Clark sneaks into Adventure
Kingdom, all he wants is a peek at the remains
of the once-magical theme park he loved as a
kid--plus a cool livestream for his fans. But then
he meets Karoline, the granddaughter of the
park's creator, and the two of them discover that
the magic of that place was never just an
illusion. With the help of an enchanted coin and
a talking monkey with questionable loyalties,
they set off to find what they've both lost and
rescue Karoline's mysterious granddad. Through
the characters' adventures, readers learn the
importance of: * Problem solving * Cooperation *
Trusting others * Second chances
But I Want It! - Dr. Holly Karapetkova
2011-08-01
The 24-page book, But I Want It!, introduces
early learners to teacher-focused concepts that
will help them gain important reading
comprehension and social skills. The vibrant
illustrations and engaging leveled text in the
Little Birdie Books’ Leveled Readers work
together to tell fun stories while supporting
early readers. Featuring grade-appropriate
vocabulary and activities, these books help
children develop essential skills for reading
proficiency.
Clever Monkey Rides Again - 2007
Presents a West African tale in which the clever
monkey faces a mean lion who has been bullying
the other animals. Original.
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Night Monkey, Day Monkey Magnet Book - Julia
Donaldson 2018-09-06
Night Monkey and Day Monkey don't think they
have much in common...but when they each
spend time in the other's opposite worlds, they
learn a lot. They also learn how to be the best of
friends.Julia Donaldson's beloved rhyming
picture book story is now available in this fun
magnet book format perfect for little hands.
The Glory of the Trenches - Coningsby Dawson
1918

more animals have the courage speak their
truths, does this mean there's no place for them
at this party? In this hilarious sequel to GRUMPY
MONKEY, kids will learn that it's okay not to go
with the flow if they're uncomfortable, and that
speaking up about what they need can help
others speak up, too--and maybe they need the
same thing!
Grumpy Monkey - Suzanne Lang 2019-10-15
The hilarious #1 New York Times bestselling
picture book about a chimpanzee in a very bad
mood--perfect for young children learning how
to deal with confusing feelings, especially during
the transition back to school. Jim the
chimpanzee is in a terrible mood for no good
reason. His friends can't understand it--how can
he be in a bad mood when it's SUCH a beautiful
day? They have lots of suggestions for how to
make him feel better. But Jim can't take all the
advice...and has a BIT of a meltdown. Could it be
that he just needs a day to feel grumpy? Suzanne
and Max Lang bring hilarity and levity to this
very important lesson on emotional literacy,
demonstrating to kids that they are allowed to
feel their feelings. Jim Panzee is back and
grumpier than ever in Grumpy Monkey: Party
Time and Grumpy Monkey: Up All Night!
Monkey: Not Ready for Kindergarten - Marc
Brown 2016-09
"Monkey is NOT ready for kindergarten. And it's
only a week away. Can Monkey's family ease his
worries -- and get him excited for the Big Day?" -Publisher's description.
The Magic Sky - Lucy Richards 2004
One night at bedtime, Rory's mother tells him
about the "magic sky." The little polar bear is so
excited to see it. But how long will he have to
wait? The magic sky that Rory sees is a real
phenomenon called the Aurora Borealis (or
Northern Lights) and can be seen in the Arctic
and far northern hemisphere.
Year of the Monkey - Patti Smith 2019-09-24
From the National Book Award-winning author
of Just Kids and M Train, a profound, beautifully
realized memoir in which dreams and reality are
vividly woven into a tapestry of one
transformative year. Following a run of New
Year's concerts at San Francisco's legendary
Fillmore, Patti Smith finds herself tramping the
coast of Santa Cruz, about to embark on a year
of solitary wandering. Unfettered by logic or

Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou! - Julia Donaldson
2021-01-07
Will anything wake Lydia Lou? A sweet and
funny rhyming story from the author of The
Gruffalo.
Good Night, Monkey Boy - Jarrett J. Krosoczka
2013-05-14
Who's that eating a banana? Swinging from the
shower curtain? Making faces in the mirror?
Why, it looks like a monkey! But not to Mommy.
Mommy knows it's her own monkey boy, and
even monkey boys need their sleep. But first,
they need to clean up their room and take a
bath. Then she'll read a story. "Good night,
Monkey Boy . . . and no more bananas!"
Night Monkey, Day Monkey - Julia Donaldson
2016-06-02
Two friends with different sleep habits negotiate
the best time to play.
Grumpy Monkey Party Time! - Suzanne Lang
2019-10-15
Everyone's favorite New York Times bestselling
Grumpy Monkey is back in this hilarious sequel
about managing social anxiety and listening to
your needs! Have you ever been a little anxious
about going to a party? Jim Panzee feels that.
Porcupine is having a big party, and according to
Jim's best friend Norman, there will be--gulp-dancing. Jim can DEFINITELY not dance. When
he tells his friends, they all try to teach him cool
moves--surely that's the only reason Jim isn't
excited about this party! Now, their job
complete, the other animals sweep Jim along, all
the way to the dance floor. Jim is dipped,
swayed, and twirled until he can't take it
anymore--he just doesn't like to dance! When he
lets everyone know, he's met with
disbelief...until Water Buffalo reveals that he
doesn't much care to dance, either. As more and
night-monkey-day-monkey
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time, she draws us into her private wonderland
with no design, yet heeding signs--including a
talking sign that looms above her, prodding and
sparring like the Cheshire Cat. In February, a
surreal lunar year begins, bringing with it
unexpected turns, heightened mischief, and
inescapable sorrow. In a stranger's words,
"Anything is possible: after all, it's the Year of
the Monkey." For Smith--inveterately curious,
always exploring, tracking thoughts, writing--the
year evolves as one of reckoning with the
changes in life's gyre: with loss, aging, and a
dramatic shift in the political landscape of
America. Smith melds the western landscape
with her own dreamscape. Taking us from
California to the Arizona desert; to a Kentucky
farm as the amanuensis of a friend in crisis; to
the hospital room of a valued mentor; and by
turns to remembered and imagined places, this
haunting memoir blends fact and fiction with
poetic mastery. The unexpected happens; grief
and disillusionment set in. But as Smith heads
toward a new decade in her own life, she offers
this balm to the reader: her wisdom, wit, gimlet
eye, and above all, a rugged hope for a better
world. Riveting, elegant, often humorous,
illustrated by Smith's signature Polaroids, Year
of the Monkey is a moving and original work, a
touchstone for our turbulent times.
Monkey with a Tool Belt - Chris Monroe
2021-08-01
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine
professional narration and sentence highlighting
for an engaging read aloud experience!
Inspiration for the Netflix series Chico Bon Bon!
Whether you need a beebersaw or a chisel,
Chico Bon Bon's your monkey. He can build or
fix just about anything—from a dock for the
ducks to a clock for the Clucks, even a small
roller coaster for local chipmunks. But will his
tools and his sharp wit save him when an organ
grinder sets his sights on making Chico a circus
star? Chris Monroe's quirky hero and detailed
illustrations will absorb readers in an
entertaining adventure that shows there is an
inventive way out of every problem—if you have
the right tools.
Rosie's Hat - Julia Donaldson 2015-08
Follows the adventures of Rosie's hat over the
years since it blew off her head in a sudden gust
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of wind.
Night Monkey, Day Monkey - Lucy Richards
2021-02-04
Julia Donaldson's beloved rhyming picture book
story about two monkeys who are as different as
night and day - now with shiny cover foil! Night
Monkey and Day Monkey don't think they have
much in common. But when they each spend
time in the other's opposite world, they learn to
be the best of friends. From master storyteller,
Julia Donaldson, and illustrated by Lucy
Richards, this warm-hearted story about
friendship and difference is pitch-perfect
storytime reading. From the multi-awardwinning author of a string of beloved
contemporary classics, including The Gruffalo,
The Gruffalo's Child, Stick Man, Room on the
Broom, The Smeds and the Smoos, Zog and
What the Ladybird Heard.
Proboscis Monkey - Lisa Owings 2014-01-01
Although proboscis monkeys are known for their
extremely large noses, they also have webbed
feet and hands that make them skilled
swimmers. They are known to jump from the
trees where they spend most of their time into
nearby rivers, often landing in a belly flop!
Discover the reasons for their strange behavior
in this title for young students.
Goodnight Monkey - Joshua George 2021-09
Monkey is ready for bed, but first she wants to
say good night to all her rainforest friends.
Young children will love to help Monkey find her
animal friends in this interactive novelty book.
Insert the included 'magic flashlight' between
the pages to find Monkey's friends in each
nighttime scene and watch children glow with
delight.
Speedy Monkey - Jeanne Willis 2019-09-05
A range of simple stories for new readers, with
beautiful colour illustrations. Deep in the
rainforest all is peaceful, all is calm... Until
Speedy Monkey comes along! Speedy can't keep
still - all day long he whoops and swoops,
prances and dances. The other animals are tired
of Speedy's crazy capers and long for some
peace and quiet. Then danger strikes and the
animals have to act fast. But where is Speedy
when they need him? An energetic story about
being yourself from award-winning author
Jeanne Willis.
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